Arthur Tielens is a married Dutch citizen living in Amsterdam. He
displays a dynamic, high energy, passionate and pragmatic drive to
create and build new Pan European logistics portfolios and ventures,
which he balances off with leisure activities such as squash, tennis
and alpine ski combined with his enthusiasm for wine and vineyards
and riding his Harley Davidson. He is fluent in English, French,
German and Dutch and working knowledge of Spanish. He worked
and lived in Amsterdam, Paris, Prague and London.
Arthur is a European logistics real estate specialist with 30 years’
experience in sourcing, acquiring, structuring, fund and asset
management of several logistics and industrial funds, mandates and
portfolios. He maintains an extensive network across European real
estate markets and with the international investor Industry.
Holds a LL.M Degree in Law from the University of Leiden, MRE
Degree Real Estate, University of Amsterdam. He is a certified
member (MRICS) and Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (FRICS).
He acted as Managing Director at Patrizia Immobilien AG (20152017) were he was involved in raising €250 Mn equity and the set-up
of a commingled fund with German saving & loan banks. He
successfully sourced, closed transactions and managed €300 Mn of
logistics assets comprising 400,000 sm in 20 buildings serving a
diversified logistics customer base in 4 European countries.
Previously he acted as European Fund Manager with Valad Europe - a
Blackstone company between 2010-2015. He was the interface with
investors responsible and overseeing asset management of local
countries and portfolio management of €1.3 Bn Pan European
Industrial portfolios (100+ assets). Successful cross border
refinancing, extension of fund life time and replacement exiting
investors through secondary trade. Based in London and Amsterdam.
Director Acquisitions & Asset Management Europe at Arcapita Bank
(2008-2009). Responsible for establishing an asset management
organization of 1.5 million m2 logistics real estate portfolios in

Germany, The Netherlands, France, Spain, Poland, Czech Republic
and Slovakia and building an acquisition pipe line to expand the
portfolio (currently known as P3).
Arthur joined US listed REIT AMB Property Corporation (20042008) in Amsterdam and was instrumental in the successful
establishment of a European logistics real estate portfolio in excess of
1 Mn sm. As Fund Manager Europe leading capital raise and launch
of a commingled open-ended €1 Bn fund.
At Aberdeen Property Investors (1998-2004) Arthur successfully set
up and executed €500 Mn. for a commingled Pan European logistics
real estate Fund for Celogix. After deployment of capital the entire
portfolio was sold and integrated into Goodman Group. Based in
Amsterdam travelling Europe to source and execute capital
transactions and set-up of the respective country teams.

